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The quest to measure AI and its impact

❼ Ongoing effort to define and map the development/deployment of Artificial

Intelligence (AI) in the economy (Cockburn, Henderson, and Stern, 2018; Klinger,

Mateos-Garcia, & Stathoulopoulos, 2020; Damioli, Van Roy, & Vertesy, 2019;

OECD, 2020; WIPO, 2019)

❼ Most economic analyses on the new wave of technological changes triggered by AI
and robotization have looked at the effects on:

X Economic growth (Aghion, Jones, & Jones; 2017; Furman & Seamans, 2019)

X Labour market and productivity dynamics (Brynjolfsson, Rock, & Syverson, 2017;

Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2020)

X Changes in skills (Graetz and Michaels, 2018; Daugherty & Wilson, 2018)

X Inequality and discrimination (O’Neil, 2016; Zuboff, 2019)
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The quest to measure AI and its impact

❼ Our project ARISE proposes an in-depth assessment of the diffusion and the impacts

of artificial intelligence in the science system, with a special focus on biomedicine

and health sciences – i.e., how AI is changing science

❼ Develop real-time science, technology and innovation (STI) indicators by analysing

publicly available journal (preprints), researchers, universities, and PROs websites

and social media

❼ Examine the impact of AI on: (i) the speed and novelty of scientific discoveries; (ii)

the quality and dissemination of scientific results, (iii) the topology of the network of

scientists and its dynamic; (iv) and the evolution of public-private relations for

fundamental and applied research
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A lot of hype but little empirical evidence
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Work-in-progress in our research team...

❼ The adoption of deep learning as a research tool and its effect on the process of

knowledge creation (impact and re-combinatorial novelty)

Check out the paper here: https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.01575

❼ Intelligent machines as an input in the research production process and the

organization of science, focus on employment impact of automation in science

[with M. Muller & P. Pelletier]

❼ Privatization of AI research: An academic AI brain drain? [with K. Wirtz]

❼ Digital transformation for social goods: AI applications for Covid-19 pandemic

[with D. Abbonato]
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Intelligent machines in science

❼ Scientific discoveries originate primarily from the recombination of existing pieces of

knowledge and information in highly complex knowledge spaces (Uzzi, Mukherjee,

Stringer, and Jones, 2013)

❼ “Knowledge burden”– i.e. the knowledge frontier expands so rapidly that human

cognition becomes one of the main limitations to identify which combinations of

knowledge are likely to produce new useful ideas (Bloom et al., 2020)

❼ AI may represent an“Invention in the methods of invention” (Cockburn, Henderson,

and Stern, 2018; Klinger, Mateos-Garcia, and Stathoulopoulos, 2018)
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Data & Methods

❼ Our empirical analysis of scientific publications rests on two databases:

arXiv.org and Web of Science (WoS)

❼ In a first step, we use arXiv.org to develop an appropriate list of search terms

referring to Deep Learning through NLP of scientific abstracts from publications in

‘Computer Science’, ‘Mathematics’ and ‘Statistics’ subject areas Training

❼ In a second step, these search terms are used to query the WoS database and

extract a sample of DL papers across all scientific fields

❼ We further restrict to health sciences to investigate the impact of DL adoption on

scientific impact (citation measures) and novelty (bibliometric indicators based on

new re-combination of knowledge)
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Search Terms 8
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Diffusion in the sciences
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A global phenomenon
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From theoretical principles to applications
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How AI is changing science

❼ “The era of direct experimentation is gone, replaced by the era of data collection [...]

Rather than perform science directly, experiments are designed to record and archive

data at an unprecedented scale. Science, namely the evidence-based audit trail of

the reasoning of discovery, then takes place within the data” (Hey, Tansley, and

Tolle, 2009)

❼ From interdisciplinary research efforts involving computer science to disciplinary

research within application domains (Cockburn, Henderson, and Stern, 2018;

Bianchini, Müller, and Pelletier, 2020)

❼ AI does not (yet?) work as an autopilot, but it requires humans-in-the-loop

❼ Increasing participation of private companies: Substantial brain drain from academia

(Ahmed and Wahed, 2020; Bianchini, Müller, and Pelletier, 2020; Hain et al., 2020)

❼ Research involving AI has a high potential for major impact, but also carries a higher

uncertainty of having impact: Breakthrough research vis-à-vis “Everyone Wants To

Be AI And Data Savvy, But Few Are Ready” (Bianchini, Müller, and Pelletier, 2020)
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Discussion & Implications

❼ Our findings lead us to take a moderate position in the recent debate on how DL

affects scientific development. A passing fad in science? We don’t think so...

❼ A research tool that impacts knowledge creation in measurable ways, but far from

the alleged autopilot that can fully replace human scientists

❼ Intelligent machines as input in the research production process question the

organization and management of science

❼ Research-oriented organizations need to better understand the collection of tasks

that make up the job of their scientists, and how to coordinate these tasks to

achieve the highest H+M potential (“let people work more like humans and less like

robots” (Daugherty & Wilson, 2018, p.20))
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Discussion & Implications

❼ Develop institutions and a policy environment that is conductive to enhancing

dialogue and cross-fertilization between scientific communities/countries

X Digital platforms and knowledge hubs could be complemented by physical

‘collaborative spaces’

X Funding instruments for research ‘priorities’ involving different communities

X Ensure a transparent ethical and legal regulatory framework for ownership and access

to the data

❼ Improve societal acceptance of AI-related technologies by promoting interaction
between the public, the scientific community and the policy environment

X Improve the channelling of scientific evidence into the public debate and fight the

dangers of fake news

X ‘Listening mechanisms’ to bring citizens’ knowledge, expectations, and imaginaries

about intelligent machines

X ‘Boundary organizations’ that sit at the intersection of scientific and political spheres
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THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION

Contacts: s.bianchini@unistra.fr
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Additional materials



Hyper-parameters Word2Vec Main

❼ We estimate word representations with the continuous Skip-Gram model

❼ All abstracts with less than 15 words are removed

❼ Stop words and all words occurring less than 5 times in the corpus are removed

❼ We paste unigrams into bi-grams depending on the frequency of co-occurence,

following Mikolov et al. (2013)

❼ Context window of 7 words from both sides around the target

❼ Negative sampling of k = 15 examples

❼ Dimension of the dense word vector representation |N| = 512

❼ 30 iterations, so that for each pair (w , c) ∈ D we draw 30 times k pairs ∈ D ′ and

adjust weights

❼ The training data includes 14,458,777 words from a vocabulary of size 87,990;

this leads to a weight matrix of dimension 45,050,880 (87,990 × 512 dimensions)
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DL search terms Main
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Re-combinatorial novelty and scientific impact

❼ The idea of a scientific contribution commonly includes two aspects: scientific

novelty and impact (Merton, 1957; Kuhn, 1962; de Solla Price, 1963; Bourdieu,

1975; ...and many others)

❼ We build a measure of re-combinatorial novelty by examining whether pairs of

referenced journals has never been made in prior publication and is thus new

(Wang, Veugelers, and Stephan, 2017)1

❼ We account for the knowledge distance between newly-combined journal based on

their co-cited journal profiles (“common friends”)

❼ To avoid trivial combinations, we exclude new combinations that are not re-used at

least 5 times in the three subsequent years after the first appearance

1Among the robustness checks, we also consider novelty à la Uzzi et al. (2013)
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Re-combinatorial novelty and scientific impact

❼ We calculate three measures of novelty by considering different sets of journal pairs
in the references:

X All references (‘All Sciences’)

X All references except for computer science journals (‘No CS’)

X Only references to health sciences journals (‘Only HS’)

❼ This allows to measure whether the adoption of DL fosters novel re-combinations

within health sciences and/or between health sciences and disciplines other than

computer sciences
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Novelty indicator - details
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Novelty indicator - details
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Novelty indicator - details

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 · · ·

J1 / 0 1 1 1 · · ·

J2 0 / 1 0 0 · · ·

J3 1 1 / 0 0 · · ·

J4 1 0 0 / 1 · · ·

J5 1 0 0 1 / · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

❼ Cosine similarity is defined as :

COS(J1,J2) =
J1.J2

‖J1‖ ‖J2‖

❼ The difficulty of making the (J1, J2) combination is then 1− COS(J1,J2)

❼ We sum up for a given article (Py ) all difficulties for new pairs (Ny ):

Novelty(Py ) =
∑

(J1,J2)∈Ny

(1− COS(Ji ,Jj ))
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Re-combinatorial novelty and scientific impact

❼ Scientific impact is measured by the number of citations received by a paper from

its year of publication up to 2019

❼ Outstanding scientific contributions (dummy) if among the top 5% and top 10%

most cited articles in their respective scientific field and publication year

❼ Our main explanatory variable is a binary indicator of DL content in the paper;

pretty large set of control variables to capture various characteristics of a focal

paper: # of references, # authors, international collaboration, impact factor, etc.

❼ Estimation methods:

X All binary indicators are modeled with a Probit; Tobit model for novelty; Negative

Binomial to model mean and dispersion of citation count

X Robust standard errors clustered at the journal-level are obtained via bootstrapping

all journals
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Specialization patterns of world regions Main
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